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1-800-433-2113
FRESH WASH
FOR ROOF AND HOUSE WASHING
Fresh Wash Enhances Bleach for the cleaning of roofs and houses
Includes a masking / cover scent
1. Allowing surface tension to be broken on the cleaning surface
2. Allowing deeper penetration of bleach based cleaning products
into stains
3. Aids in lifting contaminants off the surface
4. Allowing cleaning products to dwell (hang) longer on horizontal surface

Contractor TESTED - Contractor APROVED!™
“Fresh Wash is awesome, I used it for the first time today and have no complaints! The
chlorine smell is almost completely diminished and replaced with a light perfume scent. It
definitely holds up to its promises of allowing the cleaner to dwell longer on the affected
areas. Less work for me and a cleaner surface was the result. I am definitely replacing the
product I used before and using Fresh Wash on my future jobs!”
DeJay Brock
Simply Glass Exterior
Solutions
Sellersburg, Indiana
“Thanks to Powerwash.com I have found my new house wash detergent, Fresh Wash. Due to
its great smell my customer’s come out and ask me what smells so great? Its masks the smell
of 12% S.H. and also does an amazing job of clinging to the dirt. I’m also looking forward to
using it this coming fall when the temperature drops & Ill still be able to work.”
John Devine
All Washed Up Powerwashing
Rockland Co NY
“If you’re looking for a product (or Bleach/Additive) or (Surfactant) that will cover the
scent of your Bleach/SH %100, cut down on your cleaning time while achieving better
cleaning results, allow you to reduce your total Bleach/SH use, reduce or eliminate window
spotting, help your mix stick to the roof limiting your run off which helps prevent plant damage, AND will not kill your mix for up to 7 days, then Fresh Wash from Powerwash.com is
the product for you. Bottom line is Fresh Wash improves your Bottom Line.”

A Bleach neutralize used
to stop the corrosive damage that can be caused
over time to equipment.
Used this product at the
end of every day to “kill”
bleach (Sodium Hypochlorite).

Andy Vickers
Five Star Pressure Washing Service
Newnan, GA.
“I have tried the lemon scented Fresh Wash on a couple of homes and on an apartment building. I must say, I have been impressed so far. The cleaning starts a lot sooner than anything
I have tried….even cut back on the amount of bleach I am using…. Rinsing it is a lot faster
too. I left some on a window long enough to let it dry on the glass to see what it would do. I
was pleased when I rinsed the window as the glass came clean and clear. Another thing that
means a lot to me is when a customer tells me how clean and fresh their home smells without
complaining about smelly bleach. I am sold on Fresh Wash now and will be placing my order
for the lemon scented version very soon.”
Len Sutton
Sea to Summit Pressure Washing, LLC
Greenville, SC

Scan this QR Code to Fresh Wash
Order Online at PowerWash.com
Use code “FRESH” for 5% OFF!

Doug Rucker
Clean and Green Solutions
Houston, TX

PM for Bleach

“For my first experience with fresh wash the biggest noticeable difference was the scent that
mask the chemical completely with a fresh clean smell that pleased the customer. I used 20%
less chemical with the addition of fresh wash than other additives because of the foam it
produced as well as the boost of cleaning power it added to my mix. My job was completed
faster and clean quicker and enhanced the rinse better than everything else I had ever used.
Added bonus was I mixed a batch of fresh wash and didn’t get to use it for 4 days, when I did
get to use the mix I thought it might be dead but to my surprise it was just as hot and fresh as
the day I made it. We are 100% pleased with our experience of fresh wash, windows, gutters,
roofs and every surface we apply to is just plain cleaner!”

Landscape Fortifier

After using Fresh Wash with bleach
(Sodium Hydroxide) follow up with
this product to help boost vegetation
resilience. Landscape Fortifier was developed to reverse the negative impact
that bleach and caustics based cleaners
have on and around landscape plants.

www.PowerWash.com

Double Tank System

Single Tank System
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EnviroSpec
New for 2012

Allison
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New From Our Custom Performance Shop

1-800-346-4876

40 HP KOHLER
DUAL GUN SYSTEMS

CONTRACTOR
DIRECT

We use specially selected pumps from various
manufacturers that over the years have proven
themselves to be the ‘best in class.’ All pumps are
equipped with special ‘torque plates’ that eliminate
‘back-end stress’ associated with high volume pumps.

‘Power in the hands of a few’

We dual feed each pump which keeps the pump
from cavitating and eliminates ‘valve chatter’
that usually results in broken valve springs.

We install Quick Oil Drain
valves on the engine, the
transmission and the pump.

UP TO 14 GPM
UP TO 4500 PSI
The System comes
standard with two
Allison
Super Suds Sucker
injectors.

http://www.envirospec.com

Quick change components makes it possible
to change out an unloader in 15 seconds
rather than the typical 15 minutes.

www.Envirospec.com

We use the New Quantum-Z
Unloader from EnviroSpec that
extends the life of not only the
pump but all other components
that make up the system.

“We’re Here
to PUMP!
You Up!”
Thad Eckhoff,
Pressure Washing Resource Association (PWRA),
www.PressureWashingResource.com

Photo of Don Phelps, All Seasons Exteriors, Inc.,
Orlando, Florida, www.FloridaRoofCleaners.com

So you want to be a roof cleaner? Great!
These small pumps
You’ve researched demographics, vehicles,
were not built to
marketing, and what kind of mix you are going
handle the corrosive
to use. Now the big question: how are you going effects of roof-cleaning
to get the stuff up on the roof? Because you
mix and did not have
not only have to get it up there, you need to
the power to shoot
keep it up there. Too much flow and you risk
very far. Roofs had to
nuking your client’s expensive landscaping. Not be walked and the mix
enough applied and you don’t kill the stains
was typically much
and you can’t bill the client.
stronger than what is
So, you need to get enough of your mix on
used today because of
the roof to do the job and make sure it’s evenly
the very low volume
applied with minimal runoff. The good news is
put out by these
that as opposed to even five years ago, there
setups. Just a little
are lots of options for your roof-cleaning pump.
missed overspray on
Photo of old pump setup from Michael
The bad news is that there are seemingly
someone’s plants or
endless options for roof cleaning pumps and
deck had the potential Kriesle, First Choice Power Washing,
Lexington, KY
systems and it is easy to become overwhelmed
for disaster.
www.FirstChoicePowerWashing.com
when trying to decide among them.
As pump design
What do you need to look for? Which type of
progressed, things
pump or system is right for you?
got easier for roof cleaners. The introduction
Most guys who have been cleaning roofs for
of the Delevan 5850, five gallon per minute
more than the last few years started out with
pump allowed longer hose runs, bigger hose,
a small 12 volt pump and a very rudimentary
and longer shots for those difficult to reach
system. There weren’t any commercially made
spots on unwalkable roofs. These pumps were
systems so they used their ingenuity to figure
designed to spray agricultural chemicals and
out a way to get their roof cleaning mix from
used Viton valves and Santoprene diaphragms
the ground onto the client’s roof.
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for chemical resistance.
Probably the most commonly used 12v
pump these days is the Delevan Fatboy. It
produces up to 7 gpm at 60 psi and has a
field-replaceable relay. It is necessary with all
12v pumps to use spray tips with an adequate
orifice size so the pump won’t continuously
cycle on and off and overheat, but the use of
an accumulator tank can mitigate excessive
cycling and allow the use of smaller orifice tips
without damaging the pump.
The next step up is the air diaphragm pump.
These pumps are powered by a separate air
compressor. They produce more volume than
12-volt pumps and are considered to be more
durable. Another notable feature is that airoperated diaphragm pumps can use very small
orifice tips without damaging the pump. Many
high-volume roof-cleaning companies use airoperated pumps for multiple roofs, five or six
days a week and never rinse them out. The
downsides are that they are more expensive
than electric pumps and you also need to
purchase a separate air compressor. If the air
compressor won’t start, you’re not cleaning!
The last type of pump we will consider is the
gas engine-driven pump, like the John Blue or
Udor Zeta. These are by far the most expensive
option but also produce the highest psi and
spray volume. This setup is often used for large
commercial jobs where thousands of square
feet a day are being cleaned.
Scott “Squirtgun” Karvonen of Karvonen’s Pro
Clean in Tifton, Georgia, swears by his John Blue
setup for roof cleaning: “It has been the most reliable
system I’ve used,” Karvonen said. “I like the fact that
I’m not limited to short hose runs when cleaning
and there are no priming issues like we used to have
with the 12v pumps. You can climb on a roof and
start spraying without worrying about priming it on
the ground and whether you will lose prime as you
climb. We often shoot up to 40 feet for difficult shots,
but most of our cleaning is done with a 40 orifice fan
tip. It is extremely fast and efficient and the small
gas engine hardly burns any fuel at all.”
One who has run the gamut of roof-cleaning
pumps is Don Phelps of All Seasons Exteriors,
a roof cleaning company based in Orlando, Fla.
He has offered labor-for-learning and online
tutoring for countless contractors over the
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last few years. The man who is dubbed “The
Roof Cleaning Guru” by fellow contractors
and the one to bring the “Phelps Wand” to the
roof cleaning masses told eClean Magazine,
“I started out pressure washing but kept
getting requests for roof cleaning. My first roofcleaning job was a 1400 square foot ranch that
took me five hours with a pump up sprayer. I
knew there had to be a better way!”
He used a roller pump setup for a while but
that proved unreliable. “Since the roller pump
wasn’t rated for roof cleaning mix, it kept
freezing up and trying to meld together. I had
to remember to pull the cord on the engine
often to keep it from seizing up. When we went
on vacation, the housesitter’s instructions
were, ‘Water the plants, take care of the dogs,
and remember to pull the cord on my roof
cleaning rig a couple of times a day!’” he joked.
He then went to the small 12v pumps, but as he
started landing very large multi-story commercial
jobs these small pumps couldn’t keep up. That’s
when he began using gas engine-driven pumps.
“Gas-driven pumps are great for larger
commercial jobs. They put out more pressure,
shoot farther, and are much more productive on
the big roofs, especially for the difficult shots.
That being said, I feel that the best all-around
choice for the average contractor is the 12-volt
once you balance cost versus return. We use the
John Blues for the big jobs, but 90 percent of
the time we use Delevan Fatboy pumps and just
regard them as disposable. The biggest hassle is
making sure that the batteries stay charged but
for average residential and small commercial. We
just have them on quick connects and if one stops
working we slap in another one and keep cleaning.
I get between 75 to100 roofs out of each one.”
No matter what you decide is the best fit for you
or if you have to try a few different kinds of pumps
and setups one thing is for certain: You have lots of
options and it’s a great time to be a roof cleaner!
Thad Eckhoff is the owner of Apex Services
Window Cleaning and Pressure Washing
Company, and the co-founder of Pressure
Washing Resource Association (PWRA).
The PWRA provides practical, proven
resources and marketing/sales helps for
member companies. To learn more, visit
PressureWashingResource.com.
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